provides a limited assessment of those capabilities a n dthe Tables 2 and 3 , an increasing number of results. Dust mitigation steps would need to be taken.
Fig. 7 -Delivering Equipment to Forward Bases
A considerabtle amount of researchhLSnas been conducted with regards to using a "twin lift"? approach ( " lf' f to the use of two free-flying rotorcraft using slings to support a common external payload.) Such an approach might be a = satisfactory solution to the autonomous cargo rotorcraft problem. Further, two such coaxial rotorcraft could be hardmounlted by a truss structure to form a semi-modular coaxial-tandem manlned varianlt. This will be discussed next.
_. Table 3 . Insights from terrestrial coaxial and tandem helicopters aid in assessing the rotor-on-rotor interactions for this notional coaxial-tandem confi1guration, but more Alternate rotorcraft configurations are potentially viable for tai worwoul bearequired tonfullyiunderst the manned Mars rotorcraft, but the coaxial tandem helicopter configuration results in one of the smallest vehicle planform aerophysics of this unique vehicle configuration.
IMPLICATIONS FOR
areas. detail in-situ analysis, and be otherwise maintained. drop/auto-rotate to the ground. Half the propulsion pods Therefore, automation in a system of systems (or a robotic (symmetrically across the span of the flying-wing) are ecology) context is crucial for the success of purely robotic released by the mid-point of the mission.
Upon this Mars rotorcraft missions [4] [5] [6] .
dissemination/distribution of the pods/drones, the flyingwing vehicle returns to base camp. Upon release from the "aerial surveyor" mothership, the drones auto-rotate to the ground and then with limited rotary-wing mobility investigate the surface terrain.
- Fig. 16 . In this notional concept, terrestrial field assistants and then small, purely robotic, the flying-wing vehicle's propulsion pods perform dual Mars missions. Figure 17 is considerations.
[28] Hoerner, S.F., Fluid Dynamic Drag, Self-Published, Figure 18 illustrates the factors/constraints that need to be Past work has focused on rotor aerodynamics, vehicle
Though the primary focus of this paper is on conceptual autonomy, and propulsion. The major thrust of this paper is design studies and weight sizing analysis, a key emphasis of to examine in more detail the weight trends for Mars the NASA Ames Mars rotorcraft work has been on rotorcraft. However, before proceeding to the weight trend prototyping and fundamental aerodynamics/aeromechanics analysis, a couple of comments should be presented as to the [25] [26] . As a part of this prototyping work has been the aerodynamic analysis implicit in the presented performance development (and test and analysis) of a Mars-representative results and rotor sizing trends noted in this paper.
isolated rotor. The next step in this prototyping effort is the development of a complete vehicle. The MARTA (MarsFirst, the airfoil mean profile drag characteristics used in analog rotorcraft test article) prototype is currently in the this paper to estimate rotor performance was based on the early stages of design. A key design feature of MARTA will following set of approximate expressions. the magnitude seen for "small-scaled" terrestrial rotors, i.e., 500,000 or greater. In this regards, rotor/airfoil aerodynamic design will be relatively more straightforward for the larger S(r) Rarc( 00() Mars rotors. Unfortunately, the structural and dynamic design of this larger class of Mars rotors will still be very (5a-j) challenging.
where AF is an adjustment factor, and typically AF= 1 10 for Weight trends for these smaller (less than or equal to non-folded/non-telescoping The above expression should be considered minimum that the function h(mGw) defines the mechanical system criterion for aeroelastic stability (to place the airfoil center-components of the flight control system; where fl=0.2 and of-gravity on the airfoil quarter-chord). Note that additional f2=0.14 from [2] data, and a special correction factor based tip weights will be required to the leading-lower lower on the specific strength of the materials is added into the surface in order to counterbalance the blade structural weight term. Use of graphite epoxy composite materials ";webs." Shifting the center-of-gravity even further forward instead of the plastic materials typical of radio-controlled may well be required to account for camber effects and the electric helicopters significantly brings down the flight variance of the airfoil effective aerodynamic center of control mechanical component weights. pressure from the quarter-chord.
The drive weight is given by The remaining key weight/mass equations are as follows (assuming electric propulsion and RC-type servos). In general, the fixed-system weight groups for the Appendix DriveSystem A methodology tend to be more conservative than the Appendix B methodology (Fig. 22) Table 7 tech/calibration factors -is applied to revisiting the 20 kg, 4N/m2 disk load, robotic coaxial helicopter design problem provide for higher-level mission planning and execution (at least for the 50 kg vehicle test case that was examined), functionality to the aerial robot.
Referring back to Fig. 11 , given the fuel estimate noted in Figure 22 , in Appendix A, incororated the Table 7 results 
